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Abstract

Professionals design a behavic:: crcarem withou clenducting a

thorough behal AA a result, Droc.::Lirati may b-- inappropriate
and ineffectiv- ..c: clie--ta. In of ::,1".atenatic analysis
may prevent th. ..fr.e.L: from de:eloping

new '...rza:ment :tra a and advancing

the understandir i-...Jmen be .avior.
In otl:..zsrt.ntic-.E. Ey. brain

injured
stronc

reinforcement
density and

Tha pras::,-77t :res: r.uc ,:st, that the

delivery of r- :Jar as subst:pntial - 5ehavior. It

appears that _
of ...!.E.1-Z77.-;77-7, density may

be a useful a 1r a Jur. to mer-1--_-__-latic of'



In icent te==szizionele , begun tt rely more on packaged

prescri;A ons for ::-Jhe'iir chnge, -_ess on fuactional analyses of behavior

(see Pis- .4 and E;71ino, ":":0). Since :he same be- savior may be maintained by

differe- r .:ontinctiLes in different sqjects (Ca' 1977), failure to

analyze Lay lead tc rrteL7 proporti,:. of treat t filures (Michael, 1980).

In addim, he :horcun beevi.or ana1 tic scient_et may contribute to our

present: tehavior a-7d increase our range

of treat met tegiAa17 beevic7r::: technician unlikely to con-

tribute in t:lis

The bac_i c oenavil :Inter.,..,:r-tions is 7::::7:ulation of rasps le -

consequence nn contiae has proved a

useful strata: , tzu it fscuses attentzrr:.-7-1 behave- :receding consequ 7:3

delivery. "I'omai-_mas, this taitaiore foLi,oi:_ing and eL=:-::: :.ad by consequencti

delivery may o' teree't. such Enes, the amcun':-. q7d frequency of

reinfarcement tray as ri event as the :,zieponse-coneequenee relationship.

In our early En-lprve7sioh program or developmental/ delayed infants

we have enccenter:_: a: eiity tivn in whiz.- amount of reinforcement seems a

crucial determinalrl :of t.:,-4110t... In cur- orogram, most of the brain-injured

children receive z the ropy, ant T=st of them cry wh_le receiving ic.

Unless the cryinc is intense to prevent work :ith the child,

therapists generally .end praise cooperative behavior. Over time,

most of the clients satin to cc7-41erate with therapists during handling. In

a few cases, however, the-traaie-ignere strategy appears to have no effect.

Informal observatimm?..: auc]usted that therapists were applying appropriate

contingencies to modify .tmle :--ing and oppositional behavior; however, the

behavior seemed most closely ,Asociated to the quality and frequency of
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co.lbequencet, delivered. It appeared that more cooperation and less crying

were evidenced when more positive reinforcement was available. The present

investiy,-tione ,Jere designed to provide more formal testa of thin hypothesis.

Setting

The present investigations were conducted during regularly scheduled

classes of the Early Intervention Program of the Association for the Help

or Retarded Children. This is an interdisciplinary parent training program

for developmentally delayed children ages.° to 3 years. Observations for

Cases 1 and 2 were conducted during physical therapy while a therapist was

handling the child and at least one of the child's parents wau in the room.

Observations for Case 3 were conducted while the child was being seen by

a staff psychologist with the child's mother present.

Measureisigases 1 and 2

For Cases 1 and ;observations were conducted on a 10 seuond observe,

20 second record basis. During the observation interval, if the subject

screamed, whined, or engaged in thrusting or other abnormal movement, the

behavior was scored as uncooperative during that interval. If the subject

received any event that the parent identified a_priori as very positive

(e.g., favorite toy or mother talking to, for subject one; bubbles or

mother talking to,for subject two) this was scored as a high reinforcement

density interval. (See below for description of measures utilized with

Case 3).

Case 1: The association between renrcrcement and coaparatide behavior.

The first case was a 20 month old moderately hypotonic developmentally

delayed female. Informal observation suggested that this subject was more

cooperative when more positive activities were available. Formal data

collection was conducted for three physical therapy sessions over a three

week period. During this time, the subj,Jct's mother was instructed to
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f_cOvide activities that her child enjoyed, and to talk to the child r.

less of what the child did.

Figure 1 shows the results during these three sessionz,, Toth:

cooperative behavior declined from 75% of the intervals in tie fire::sarof

to 17% in the third session.
Unco.7:ourative behavior during 1:igh

munt density intarvals declined similarly, from 7C% to 9%. Note, h.:%,,-ver,

that uncooperative behavior remained at 100% during low rein t.cemer'

intervals.

In the absence of comparison data, this does not demonstrate en

or the instructions to the parent on either the rate of reinforcer or ='

or on the uncooperative behavior. However, the substantial differun 4
cooperative behavior between low and high

reinforcement density irate .3

provides support for the hypothesis that the behavior end reinforcerr::'t :4-Ti--

sity are related.

Percent

of

Intervals

100

50

0 1

SESSIONS

Uncooperative behiL
(overall)

0 Uncooperative beh
(high densit

Low density interv:

A Uncooperative beh?.w,,,

(low density i salt

Figure 1. Uncooperative behavior and low reinforcement dens_
in each session for case 1.

Case 2: Effects of .arena trainin and instructions.

The second case was a 32 month old athetoid cerebral palsy mal:

also appeared very responsive to the density of positive events. Obserlt tione

were conducted each week during physical therapy. After three sessions ,t

baseline, the eubject's mother was instructed to provide frequent posite

activities during physical therapy.
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u.-:a 2 s results of observations with this subject. During

bas. e, un s behavior we observed in B1c; of the intervals.

Du: behavior was _Oserved in 17% of the intervals,

Th be associated with inLrodL:.7.:._
.:-. of the inter

va-7,1:: t. a:':::malous data poin-: was the on:; cL :crated im treat

rn which overlaps with basT,_Lna s-- 7 two. The

,.::7-7.-ted that he Jae during tt.L.:. _ion of

Testme-

A L: an T as= king effect is tne difference beturao. oEmaviors

=Inc hf h T low reinforcement intervals. 1.7417s- erczive behavior

1g all low reinforcement intervals, b _ ae rot observed

zinc . 3inforcement intervals other than th, f_n treatment

zessizn f us in all but one treatment
session, :-11 reccrded uncooper

ative -..curred during low reinforcement into.-7 els.

At r mt 1 followup, subject two still displayed uncooperative
Ts77nevir- lou density intervals. An incraased proportion of low

3er=er: 5:

or
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Reinforcement
Densit [ Jncooperative behavior

t 12 (overall)

Jncooperative behavior
1 (high density intervals)
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Ar-fl 41).

Ini Min-4
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_ow density intervals
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Figure 2. Uncooperative behavior and low reinforcemer.t density intervalsIn each session for case 2.
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deeeite ittervele eug,4e_e_ e failure to me_etain the progree rein-

forcement density. subject continued Le manifest more cc=: eeelve

behavior eureng high c;e-eity intervals; it es not clear that 7''' ,'fect of

reinforce: ne is as pe. at follow-up _so et was early in tree -eat. None-

theless, data suggee. that the high ensity reinforcement ..:inued to

eld it cee_eration OVE extended periee of time.

Ca: aible effeetm ee'7einforcement densit on client - enelre ist
erection.

Eet three was : eanth old hypertonic male with a hiseory of

it spasms. He tame:: continue uncooperative behavior patterns

ft- ted periods of time.; therefore, cumulative uncooperative behavior duriee

t ele: =0 minutes of te _ession was Amed by starting a stopwatch at

t or :f an uncoopere episode, and stopping it at the end of the

E _ode, Since this sut often began screaming upon entering the chase-

r ee , initiating treatmer ees often difficult.

During s four sessie baseline, the senior author (J.W.) attempted

ecrk with the subject while applying a praise-ignore strategy. The

.fth session was begun 3y (J.W.) carrying the subject around the room

(a favorite event for subject three). During session six, treatment as

usual with a praise-ignore strategy was re-instituted. Sessions seven

through ten were begun by carrying the subject around the room.

Figure 3 shows the results of this strategy. During baseline, a mean

of 79% uncooperative behavior was recorded. In the fifth session, un-

cooperative behavior declined to 44%. In the sixth session reversal,

the rate rose to 93%. During sessions seven through ten, a mean of 10%

was recorded. Thus, a sharp decrease in uncooperative behavior was assoc-

iated with beginning the session with a positive event.
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B T B T

t- f`t-i
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8 = Baseline

T = Treatment

Figure 3. Uncooperative behavior during tliine (treatment as usual)
and treatment (session started with noncont:_7:]et positive reinforcement)
for case 3.

This is not to Bay that a single positive Ep.fert changed a well ()stair

lished pattern of behavior. Rather, it appear tat the positive event

elicited a brief initial period of cooperation, which could be re nforced.

This seemed to establish e more positive interetticn between sub'ect and

staff. Without the initial positive event, thE subiect would begin the

session by screaminglwhich resulted in little opportunity to reinforce

cooperation.

Oiscussion

We have found striking differences between tehavic.:. during delivery of

high density reinforcement and during low density reinforcement. This sug

gests that procedures involving reinforcement density manipulation may be

useful additione to the behavior analyst's armamantarium of strtitegLea.

First, however, we must delineate the necoseery and.sufficiant

conditions for occurrence cf such phenomena. Our findings are based

on observations of very young braininjured children during treatment in

an early intervention program. The generalizability across settings end

subject populations should be teeted. Further, the maintenance of

effects over time must be examined.
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At AA, .1 numbrir of viable interuretJtiuns of the phenome.ion

may be auv= One view is that the subjects' uncooperative behavior

is a means raining reinforcement; the presence of noncontingent

reinforcerrE- make the behavior unnecessary. Green (1980) and Hurah

(1980) hat,,a .LII:ticated that noncontingent reinforcement is most likely to

decrease 7aisJc-Iding if the response cost is very high; the response cost

of the unc=perative behavior appeared to be very high. Another view is

that the cil-served effects depend on contingent delivery of high density

reinforcement for cooperative behavior; however, the clear and immediate

relationship between reinforcement density in an interval and behavior makes

this sear unlikely. It is also possible that the positive events elicit

cooPeratL3n, and that a classical conditioning process is making the

treatment situation more positively valanced. This seamed to be the case

particularly with subject three.

More systematic control of response -- consequence relationships is needed

to test the role of contingencies in this situation. All of the subjects

were brain-injured, and may have had difficulty discriminating contingencies.

On the other hand, Ayllon and Azrin (1960) report that "reinforcement

priming" -- initial delivery of noncontingent reinforcement -- is useful for

initiating responding in adult mental hospital patients; hence, the effect

may not be specific to brain-injured children. It is also critical to assess

the effects of delivering positive consequences on the behavior of parents

and staff. The procedure may affect the subject's environment in a

number of ways, making it more positively valanced.

The present results could have important implications. They suggest that

the response-consequence contingencies traditionally emphasized by behavior

analysts are not the only important considerations in designing behavior pro-

grams; at times, the consequence per se may elicit desired behaviors.

I)
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Ir i,his sf:ect i. surf cis:tly powerful, it may be cost-effactive to main-

tain nonoontingent delive:-y of positively valanced events. The training

for noncontingent delivery certainly appears to be leas time consuming

than training for contingent consequence delivery.

This is not to deny the importance of contingencies of reinforcement;

contingencies may in fact to important to the present effects, are certainly

critical to other interventions, and may be necessary when maintenance over

time is desired. At the same time, the present findings suggest that the

amount of reinforcement received should be given closer attention.
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